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THE PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER of the Extraordinary Chambers. in the Courts of Cambodia
("ECCC") is seised of the "Urgent Request to Order Resumption of Detention Interviews"
("the Request") filed by the Co-Lawyers for the Accused Person NUON Chea ("the CoLawyers") on 6 January 2011. 1

A.

Co-Lawyers' Submissions

1. By their Request, the Co-Lawyers ask the Pre-Trial Chamber to order the CoInvestigating Judges to resume the periodic interviews on the conditions of detention of
NUON Chea, previously conducted every four months pursuant to Rule 63(8) of the
Internal Rules, until he is brought before the Trial Chamber or, in the alternative to hold
such hearings itself. 2

2. The Co-Lawyer allege that the Accused, who has been detained at the ECCC detention
facility since 19 September 2007, is entitled to be brought before a judge every four
months to be interviewed on his conditions of detention as provided for in Rule 63(8).

3

They argue that the Co-Investigating Judges have, pursuant to Rule 63(8), the
responsibility to conduct such interviews every four months, even after the issuance of a
Closing Order, and have failed to fulfil this duty as the last interview was conducted on
28 May 2010, hence more than four months ago. 4 Accordingly, NUON Chea has had no
formal opporturJity to report on the conditions of his continued provisional detention since
that time. 5 The Co-Lawyers emphasize that the interviews are necessary to ensure respect
NUON Chea's right to be detained under humane and dignified conditions and to create a
formal record of the degree to which NUON Chea's physical condition might impact on
the due course of the proceedings, including his ability to effectively participate in the
preparation of his defence. 6
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3. Acknowledging that the Request does not fall within the subject matter jurisdiction of the
Pre-Trial Chamber as defined in Rules 71 to 73 of the Internal Rules, the Co-Lawyers
invite the Pre-Trial Chamber to exercise its inherent power based in part on Rule 21 to
order the resumption of interviews or conduct these itself as it is currently seized of the
case file. 7

B.

Discussion

4. Internal Rule 63(8) provides for an interview of the Charged Person on his or her
conditions of detention every four months by the Co-Investigating Judges in the following
terms:
8. In all cases, a Charged Person in ·Provisional Detention shall be personally brought
before the Co-Investigating Judges at least every 4 (four) months. The Co-Investigating
Judges shall offer the Suspect an opportunity to discuss his or her treatment and conditions
during Provisional Detention. Where any action is required, the Co-Investigating Judges
may issue appropriate orders. A written record of the interview shall be placed on the case
file."

5. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that the text of Internal Rule 63(8) appears to provide only
for interviews of a "Charged Person", which refers to a person subject to prosecution
during the period between the Introductory Submission and the Indictment or dismissal of
the case8, and that these interviewed shall be conducted by the Co-Investigating Judges. No
other provision in the Internal Rules gives any indication as to the continuation of these
interviews after the indictment being issued, nor of any other form of oversight of the
provisional detention after that time. However, Rule 21 (2) states that "[a]ny coercive
measures to which such a person may be subjected shall be taken by or under the effective
control of the competent ECCC judicial authorities" and that such measure shall "fully
respect human dignity"

6. Recognizing the importance of the interviews provided for in Internal Rule 63(8) to
exercise an oversight over

7
8

of the

Request, paras 9 and 15.
Internal Rules, Glossary.
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detainees' rights to be detained under humane and dignified conditions, the Pre-Trial
Chamber acknowledged that the Accused, akin to Charged Person, shall be interviewed
periodically on their conditions of detention. This is particularly necessary in the light of
the Accused's age and the ailments he alleges to suffer of. 9

7. The Pre-Trial Chamber notes that there is a lacuna in the Internal Rules as to who should
conduct the interviews on the conditions of detention at the current stage of the
proceedings where the Pre-Trial Chamber has just confirmed the continuation of the
detention previously ordered by the Co-Investigating Judges in their Closing Order and
issued its Decision on the appeal lodged by Nuon Chea against the Closing Order. 10 By
way of this decision, the Trial Chamber becomes seized of the case filell, the Pre-Trial
Chamber remaining only seized of providing reasons for its decisions on the appeals
against the Closing Order 12 and the appeals by the civil party applicants.
8. The Pre-Trial Chamber further notes that the Cambodian Code of Criminal Procedural 13
and the procedural rules established at the international level, from which it shall seek
guidance in case of a lacuna in the Internal Rules pursuant to Rule 2, do not provide
further guidance to determine the matter.

9. Having a particular attention to the fundamental principles set out in Rule 21, particularly
its paragraph 2, as required by Rule 2, the Pre-Trial Chamber considers it appropriate
under the current circumstances to forward the Request to the Trial Chamber which, at
the current stage of the proceedings, will be in a better position to address it. 14

9

Request, para. 2.
Decision on IENG Thirith's and NUON Chea's Appeals against the Closing Order, 13 January 2011,
D427/2/12 & D427/3/12.
11
Internal Rule 79(1 ).
12
Decision on IENG Thirith's and NUON Chea's Appeals against the Closing Order, 13 January 2011,
D427/2/12 and D427/3112, Decision on IENG Sary's Appeal against the Closing Order, 13 January 2011,
D427/1126 and Decision on KHIEU Samphan's Appeal against the Closing Order, 13 January 2011, D427/4/14;
Decision on IENG Sary's Appeal against the Closing Order's Extension of Provisional Detention, 13 January
2011, D427/5/9.
13
Under the Cambodian Code of Criminal Procedure ("CPC"), it is assumed that the jurisdiction over
provisional detention passes directly from the Investigative Judge to the Trial Chamber (Articles 249 and 276 of
the CPC).
14
See notably Internal Rule 82(2), which provides that "[t]he [Trial] Chamber
proceedings, order the release of an Accused, or where necessary release o
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FOR THE FOREGOING REASONS, THE PRE-TRIAL CHAMBER HEREBY
UNANIMOUSLY:

DECIDES to forward the Request to the Trial Chamber;
DECLARES that it remains only seized of providing reasons for its decisions on the appeals
against the Closing Order and of the appeals lodged by the civil party applicants.

Pre-Trial Chamber

jurisdiction to order the release of the Charge Person, it is assumed that it would be the competent authority to
exercise an oversight on the conditions of detention.
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